














i Two-Player He 

MOTE When you're playing in a tournament, the com- 
mter decides which player is the home team. 

QUARTER LENGTH 
The game dock runs about twice as fast as a normal 















Press the D-Pad left/right to toggle through sets, 
formations, and plays. Press A B, or C to choose 
the set, formation, or play in the corresponding 
box. (See page 23 for descriptions of each set and 

NOTE You can change your mind before you call a play 
by pressing the D-Pad Up. This will take yon to the set 
or formation selections. To change a play after you haw 
selected a play, you must bum a timeout or take a delay 
of game penalty. (Press Start, and then press A.) 
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back, you can't bring the starter back until the half is 
over. To replace your quarterback, follow the instruc¬ 
tions under TIME OUT, above, and press C, 



OFFENSE—SETS, FORMATIONS, PLAYS 

Sets 

FAST 
Like the name says, your quick guys are out on the 
field. This set is loaded with wtdeouts, flankers and 
maybe a super-fast halfback. 

NORMAL 
Refers to the standard offensive "package:" two wide 
receivers, a tight end, a halfback and a fullback. 

HANDS 
Puts most of your strong receivers on the field, plus 

BIG 
Fields your strongest backs, cannonballs with legs 
who can grind out yards in the mud and snow. These 
guys let the defense grab a leg just so they can ram it 
through their chests. 



halfback line up beside one another and behind the 
uarterback, 

AR AND NEAR 
hese terms simply describe where the halfback lin« 
ip. He's either far from or near to the strong side of 
be offensive line, that's the side where the tight en 









POST UP 
Post patterns are for fast guys. The receiver runs 
down field and angles in toward the goal post. If 
the quarterback can really air out Ihe ball, and the 

STOP CLOCK 
Here the quarterback simply kneels or spikes the ball. 

OFFENSIVE ALIGNMENTS 
The sets and formations show how your offensive 
team lines up when you call certain plays. Remember: 
Not all formations are appropriate with every set. 
We're showing you the most common ones here. 
You'll be more competitive if you use these align¬ 
ments In combination with the PLAYER RATINGS. 
Here's an example of how they work. 

from the PLAYER RATINGS you can find out who 
your fastest wide receiver is. You can find out where 
that guy lines up by looking at the following charts. 
You might want to call a play for him from the 
passing windows, if his hands are as good as his feet. 
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DEFENSE—FORMATIONS. 

COVERAGES, PLAYS 

GOAL LINE 
A good line up for stuffing the short run and goal line 
defense. 

Featuring three down linemen with four linebackers, 
this defense is now the most popular in professional 
football. Used for short and medium zone pass 
coverage and containment against the run. 

4-3 

against short passes and the run. 

NICKEL 
Gets its name from the addition of a fifth defensive 
back (nickel back). When a pass is expected, many 
teams add a defensive back to Iheir sets, and lake out 
a down lineman or linebacker. Cover and Read sets 
are available. 







a certain receiver wherever he gees. Man on man 
defenders are tough guys who love a challenge. They 
play closer to the receiver but better have the horse¬ 
power to stay with a speedy opponent. Their reputa- 

air. They can't say “I thought you were guarding 
him." They say stuff like, "I'm gonna be on his back 

JAM 
Although it's against the rules to tackle or hold onto 
a pass receiver before he touches the ball, a defender 
can jam or chuck a receiver. That means he’s allowed 
to give him one push or block within 5 yards of the 
line of scrimmage, provided the ball hasn't been 
thrown. The defensive man is trying to knock the 
receiver off balance, mess up his liming, and prevent 
him from running his pattern. 

PREVENT 
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SCORES 
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